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ABSTRACT 

Owing to the technical difficulties of experimental investigations of real wind turbines, Wind 

Turbine Emulator (WTE) plays a role for performing such experimental tasks. This facilitates to 

conduct advanced research efforts for wind energy conversion system applications without 

reliance on natural wind resources. In this paper, a WTE (able to emulate the steady-state and 

dynamic wind turbine behavior) is experimentally developed. This represents a chance to validate 

not only the behavior of the proposed controllers, but also to extensively evaluate the properness 

of their developed dynamic models as well. For this aim, a motor generator set based two 

induction motors and Digital Signal Possessing (DSP) board were used to develop the WTE in 

order to simulate the aerodynamic characteristics of fixed speed-variable pitch wind turbine. The 

response of the proposed WTE during wind speed variations and the behavior of its related pitch 

controller are tested and recorded. All presented test results corroborated the efficacy of the 

developed WTE for profiling the dynamic behavior of variable pitch turbines for analyzing wind 

farm applications. 

نخيدت نصعوبت إخساء االخخبازاث انعًهيت ننظى انخونيد بطاقت انسياذ ، حًثم اننًاذج انًعًهيت نًونداث انسيااذ رسةات يقيقيات اخاساء 

يثم حهك االخخبازاث ، يًا يسهم بشكم يهحوظ نهبايثين ري هرا انًدال. ري هرا انبحث حى بناء نًوذج يعًهاي يخكايام ننظااو انخونياد 

سخخداو يحسكين يثيين يًثام حيادهًا حسبينات انهاواء ث يًثام اوخاس يوناد انسيااذ انحثاي حياا.  انخسريات. حاى اساخخداو بطاقت انسياذ با

نظاااو ححكااى يااديث يبنااي جهااي يعااانح اا ااازاث انسقًااي ث ذنااك نهااخحكى رااي سااسجت انًحااس  انحثااي نهحصااول جهااي انخصااا   

إخساء اخخبازاث يخعد.ة جهي اننظاو انًقخسذ ، ييث حثبخج اننخاا ح انعًهيات  انديناييكيت نخسبينت انسياذ يع اخخالراث سسجت انسياذ. حى

 .قدزحه جهي حًثيم خصا   حسبيناث انسياذ بشكم .قيق

 
Keywords: Wind Energy, Wind Turbine Emulator (WTE), Digital Signal Processing (DSP) and Variable 

Pitch Control.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, wind power is the fastest growing 

electric power industry in the world. The 

phenomenal growth of this industry can be attributed 

to the rapid progress made in wind turbine 

technology in the recent years. Over the last ten 

years, technological progress has led to the 

development of turbines with high power capture 

efficiency [1]. Modern large wind turbines are 

supported with sophisticated control systems which 

are organized to support several modes of operation 

such as start-up, shut-down, power production …. 

etc. 

As commonly experienced, it is very difficult and 

sometimes impossible to do experimental studies of 

control strategy for wind generation systems in the 

laboratory. This is mainly due to some factors such 

as its complicated and interactive control strategies, 

its different features such as the uncontrollable 

natural characteristic of wind speed, and the large 

size of wind turbines. Moreover, it is very difficult to 

manufacture a laboratory wind turbine prototype. As 

a result, a great deal of research has been focused on 

the development of new turbine design to reduce the 

costs of wind power and to make wind turbines more 

economical and efficient. Toward the development 

and testing advanced control strategies of wind 

turbine, the need of a controllable experiment 

platform without reliance on natural wind resources 

is very important. So, the wind turbine emulator 

(WTE) which can emulate the aerodynamic wind 

turbine behavior is developed. At present, wind 

turbine simulators have become a necessary tool for 

research laboratories to enhance the quality of the 

wind energy conversion system and to enhance the 

related educational efforts. 

Due to the importance of the WTE, different 

contributions were conducted for emulating the 

dynamic behavior of wind turbines. These studies 

mainly focused on emulating the aerodynamic model 
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of the wind turbine rotor in order to control the 

torque output of the equipped motor to simulate the 

torque-speed curve for an actual wind turbine [2-8]. 

Once the torque (or the power coefficient curve) of 

the wind turbine is known, the torque-speed curve 

can then be determined. Most of these developed 

emulators were based on utilizing either DC motors 

[2-5] or induction ones [6-8]. However, these 

published contributions simulated the performance of 

fixed pitch turbine in the range variation of wind 

speed within the rated one considering stall control 

mechanisms behind the rated wind speed. 

In this paper, the affect of pitch angle control on 

the wind turbine aerodynamic torque behind the 

rated wind speed is included. Then, fixed speed- 

variable pitch WTE was experimentally simulated. 

Then, effects of pitch angle on the aerodynamic 

characteristics when the wind speed exceeds the 

rated one are investigated. For this target, a 7.5-kW 

induction motor was utilized as a prime mover. A 

digital signal processing (DSP) board is used to 

interface the wind speed generator and to perform 

the speed-control action of the utilized inverter for 

the prime mover. The related tracing and plotting 

package "via the related host computer" was utilized 

to record and verify the corresponding currents, 

voltages and emulated wind speed. 

The paper was organized as follows. Benefits and 

essence of WTE were emphasized in section 2. The 

description of the mathematical model of wind 

turbine is outlined in section 3. Utilized "Pitch-

control" mechanism is outlined in section 4. 

Hardware details of the developed WTE are 

extensively explored in section 5. Section 6 

highlights the performance of the developed WTE 

with different testing cases validating the ability of 

the constructed emulator for performing the variable 

pitch control action. Finally, paper recommendations 

and conclusions are summarized in section 7.   

2. WTES SCOPE, BENEFITS AND 

CONSTRUCTION 

Different benefits can be gained with such WTEs. 

They can be used for research applications to drive 

an electrical generator in a similar way as a wind 

turbine, by reproducing the torque developed by a 

wind turbine for a given wind velocity. Also, it can 

be used as an educational tool to teach the behavior, 

operation and control of wind turbines. 

The basic construction of WTEs comprises an 

electrical motor (induction, DC or permanent magnet 

motor) that is electrically controlled to simulate the 

torque-speed curve of actual wind turbines, which 

they emphasize on how to control the output torque 

of the motor according to the current wind speed and 

the rotating speed of the wind turbine. This is 

typically accomplished with modern power 

electronic elements such as IGBTs in conjunction 

with modern micro-controller or DSP board for 

driving the firing sequence of the utilized IGBTs' 

gates to perform the aimed speed-control of the 

utilized electrical motor. Speed and torque control of 

this electrical motor is acquired based on the 

aerodynamic model of the wind turbine rotor. Once 

the torque or power coefficient curve of wind turbine 

is known, the torque-speed curve can then be 

determined. 

As described in Fig. 1, the WTE is based on the 

electrical energy conversion system, where the 

utilized motor is electrically controlled to emulate 

the own characteristics of wind turbines. A 7.5 kW 

squirrel cage induction motor is controlled to 

reproduce the 12.7kW wind turbine torque. Upon the 

stored CP –λ curve of the selected wind turbine, the 

selected wind speed, the corresponding developed 

wind torque and the calculated pitch angle are 

utilized to perform the control action of the utilized 

prime-mover. The mathematical model of the wind 

turbine which implemented based-DSP board is used 

to calculate the reference signals which will be used 

as reference for a PI controller to provide the control 

signal which will be fed to the speed-control inverter. 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the general construction of 

Wind Turbine Emulator 
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of a fixed speed-variable 

pitch WECS 

 
3. MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF WIND 

TURBINES CHARACTERISTICS 

Wind energy is transformed into mechanical 

energy by a wind turbine that has several blades. A 

typical horizontal wind turbine with several blades 

coupled with a gear box to capture and transfer 

energy to the generator, is shown in Fig. 2. Some 
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turbines include a blade pitch angle control for 

controlling the amount of power to be transformed. 

According to the blade element theory, the average 

power and torque developed by a wind turbine are 

functions of the wind speed (Vt), the rotational speed 

of the shaft (ωm), the tip-speed ratio (λ), pitch angle 

(β) as given by equations (1) and (2). 

),(
2

1 23  pTT CRVP 
    (1) 

),(
2

1 32  TTT CRVT 
     (2) 

Where: 

R :  is the radius of the wind turbine.  

ρ : is the air density (1.185kg/m2). 

CT : is the torque coefficient of the wind turbine. 

Cp: is a power coefficient representing the fraction 

of power extracted from the aerodynamic power.  

The coefficient of performance Cp is not constant. 

It varies with the wind speed, the rotational speed of 

the turbine and turbine blade parameters such as 

angle of attack and pitch angle. Thus, Cp is 

considered a function of tip speed ratio, λ, and blade 

pitch angle, β (deg). Numerical approximations have 

been developed to calculate Cp for given values of λ 

and β [11-16]. For the considered 12.7 kW wind 

turbine, in particular, the formalization for 

computing the corresponding Cp value as a function 

of  λ and β as, 
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 The power coefficient Cp (also called the "Bezt 

factor") has a maximum achievable value of 16/27 

(.59) according to the blade element theory. In 

practice, wind turbines have achieved power capture 

efficiencies of around 0.4. The CP-λ curves for 

different values of β for wind turbine are shown in 

Fig. 3 as a function of its Tip Speed Ratio (TSR). 

Accordingly the corresponding generated wind 

power as a function of the time varying wind speed 

for the selected 12.7 kW real wind turbine was 

computed as shown in Fig. 4. These characteristics 

played the basic role for acquiring the aimed torque-

speed control of the utilized prime mover according 

to the given parameters given in Table 1 [6]. 

Then, the aforementioned equations from (1) to (5) 

can be compromised with the given parameters of 

the selected wind turbine to describe the schematic 

of controlling the computed torque developed by the 

turbine for a given wind speed as described in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 3 Cp- λ characteristics with adjusted values of 

β for 12.7 kW wind turbine. 
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Fig. 4 power speed curves at different wind speed 

(Characteristics of 12.7kW wind turbine). 
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Fig. 5 Block diagram of rotor blade characteristics 

computational mechanism. 

 

Table 1, Parameters of the utilized 12.7 kW wind 

turbine. 
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Fig. 6 Wind turbine output power curve for fixed 

speed-variable pitch control.  

 

4. PITCH CONTROL MECHANISM 

The main purpose of using pitch controller with 

wind turbines is to maintain an optimum profile of 

the generated power with the continuous variation of 

wind speed. As described in Fig. 6, the primary 

control objective is to ensure that the mechanical 

loads on the turbine structure are maintained within 

its withstand capability limit [9- 14]. This means that 

the pitch control is primarily used to limit the 

aerodynamic power above rated wind (Vr) speed in 

order to keep the turbine shaft torque within its 

design limits. As described from the aforementioned 

figure, a constant output power is maintained above 

the rated wind speed condition. Using equation (3), 

the pitch angle needed to limit the power extracted 

from the wind to the nominal power of the wind 

turbine is calculated for each wind speed, whereas a 

zero pitch angle is maintained for other wind speed 

below the nominal one [14]. 

The given block diagram in Fig. 7 was utilized to 

perform this control action [13]. The reference power 

is the nominal power output of the wind turbine at 

rated wind speeds (Pt). Upon the difference of the 

generated power by the induction generator (Pg) and 

the reference power, the corresponding error signal is 

computed. If the power from the wind turbine is less 

than the nominal power, the error will be a negative 

value and the pitch controller in this case is designed 

to set the blade pitch angle to zero. When the 

captured power by wind turbine is greater than the 

nominal power, the error will be a positive value and 

the blade pitch angle is calculated by feeding the 

error signal to a Proportional Integral (PI) controller. 

PI control improves the response of system through 

the values for KP (Proportional gain) and Ki 

(Integral gain). KP reduces the rise time of the 

response and steady state error, however Ki has the 

effect of eliminating the steady state error. 

5. DEVELOPED WTE HARDWARE 

The WTE was constructed based on the energy 

conversion system shown in Fig. 8. The laboratory 

system was realized by replacing the real wind (with 

its time varying profile), the gearbox and the 

mechanical turbine with a7.5 kW induction motor 

controlled with a dedicated IGBT based inverter. The 

mathematical model of the wind turbine upon the 

given equations (1) to (5) was implemented on the 

DSP board sub-system to calculate in an on-line 

mode the reference power. The reference power is 

then utilized by the PI controller to provide the 

control signals driving the motor inverter.  

The structure of the implemented hardware 

consists of the following two sub-systems: 

 The electro-mechanical system consisting of two 

coupled 7.5 kW induction machines as described 

in Fig. 9 (a).   

 Speed sensor constructed with an opto-reflector 

chip (QRB 1114) as described in Fig. 9 (b). 

 Basic control panel consisting of 7.5 kW IGBT-

based inverter, excitation capacitors of the 

induction generator and switches as described in 

Fig. 9 (c).  

 DSP (DS1003) sub-system from DSPACE-

Germany [15], [16] including the basic real time 

firmware emulating the selected 12.7 kW wind 

turbine as described in Fig. 9 (d).  

 Host PC including the  DSP sub-system and its 

relevant packages for programming, debugging 

and tracing purposes. 
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Fig. 7 Pitch angle control system. 
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Fig. 8 Constructed WTE hardware setup 

 

The WTE software is implemented based DSP 

board (DS1003) representing the main core of the 

emulating action. Firmware Implementation of WTE 

was preceded by arranging the main DSP sub-system 

consisting of the multi-input/output (I/O) board 

DS2201 interfaced with the DSP board DS1003 via a 

Peripheral High Speed 32-bit bus (PHS-bus) [15, 

16]. DS1003 is based on the TMS320C40 float-point 

CPU and it is directly used for executing the main 

program as shown in Fig. 10. The DS2201 board is 

based on the TMS320B14 fixed-point CPU and it is 

used to facilitate the interfacing with the real system 
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through 20 simultaneous analog input channels, 8 

analog output channels, and 16-bit general-purpose 

digital I/O port. For realizing an optimum enquiring 

of current and voltage signals, modern "hall effect" 

CTs and VTs were employed. These transducers are 

dedicated voltage (current) sensors working for a 

wide range of electrical signals (including AC & DC 

quantities) and generating signals proportional to 

them. Its operation is based on producing  a voltage 

difference (the Hall voltage) across an electrical 

conductor, transverse to an electric current in the 

conductor and a magnetic field perpendicular to the 

current. The current transducer used in is LEM LA 

25-NP, whereas the corresponding voltage 

transducers were with the LEM VA-25-P. 

 

Fig.9.a Induction motor-generator set   

 

Fig. 9.b Speed sensor   

 

Fig.9.c Main control panel 

 

Fig.9.d DSP-subsystem 

Fig. 9 Constructed hardware sub-systems for the 

developed WTE 

The scaling circuit is used to adjust the value of 

the input signals to the ADCs. Changing the gain is 

helpful to adjust the voltage at the ADC analog input 

pin to a value that produces maximum resolution. 

ADC resolution is defined as the minimum value of 

analog input that can set the lowest significant bit of 

the digital output by one. Low pass filtering is an 

essential part of any digital system since it is able to 

minimize the possibility of occurrence of aliasing. 

Aliasing is defined as a downward frequency 

translation which occurs whenever the sampling 

frequency is less than twice the frequency 

component to be sampled. Aliasing has very serious 

effects because the frequency characteristics of the 

continuous signal and its sampled sequence are no 

longer linearly related. In order to minimize the 

aliasing effect, a low pass filter is employed before 

sampling to reject all those components which have 

frequencies higher than the half of the sampling 

frequency of the relay which is selected as 1600 Hz 

(Nyquist criteria). 
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Fig. 10 Construction of the DSP sub-system 

(DS1003) 

The software implementation of WTE is 

constructed considering the instruction of the 

DS1003 software environment. In which, the static 

characteristics of the wind turbine was tabled and 

stored. The on-line operation of the control 

mechanism was initiated by measuring the rotational 

speed ωm indicated as the turbine speed ωT. Then 

the tip speed ratio (λ) is computed.  The parameters 

CP, and CT, needed for the aerodynamic power and 

torque calculation, can be directly obtained from 

equations (3) and (4). Then the turbine torque is 

calculated, and the motor torque is measured to 

provide a torque error Terr which fed to PI 

controller. This command will be passed to the speed 

controlled inverter to drive the motor. A real-time 

WTE is capable of reproducing the static torque that 

would be produced by the modeled wind turbine 

under specific wind conditions. 
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6. EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATOR RESULTS 

Different testing conditions were tested with the 

constructed WTE including the variation of wind 

speed. The pitch controller response behind the rated 

wind speed is also investigated and recorded. 

Different measurements were recorded including 

voltages, currents and the pitch angle variations. 

First, the real-time responses of WTE during wind 

speed variation from 8  to 10 m/sec. and from 10 to 8 

m/sec. were recorded as in Fig. 11 and 12 

respectively. It can be noticed that the motor torque 

(Tm) tracked the reference torque (Tt) within 5 sec. 

As remarked from this testing condition, the wind 

speed variation from 8 to 10 m/sec. was below the 

rated wind speed. Then, the pitch controller is still 

inactive revealing a zero pitch angle during this 

condition. Similar responses were recorded for the 

variation of the wind speed (below rated wind speed) 

between 10 and 12 m/sec. as recorded in Fig. 13 and 

14. This was similarly achieved in 5 sec., where the 

pitch controller was still inactive revealing a zero 

pitch angle. On the other hand, the utilized pitch 

controller was activated, if the wind speed exceeded 

the rated speed of 12m/sec. As remarked in Fig. 15 

and 16 the pitch angle controller was activated for a 

step variation of wind speed from 8 to 15m/sec. and 

from 10 to 15 m/sec. respectively. Then, the resulted 

wind turbine torque was restored to its nominal value 

as shown in the aforementioned figures. 
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Fig. 11 Simulator response for step change in wind 

speed from 8 to 10m/sec. 
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Fig. 12 Simulator response for step change in wind 

speed from 10 to 8m/sec. 
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Fig. 13 Simulator response for step change in wind 

speed from 10 to 12 m/sec. 
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Fig. 14 Simulator response for step change in wind 

speed from 12 to 10 m/sec. 
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Fig. 15 Simulator response for step change in wind 

speed from 8 to15 m/sec. 
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Fig. 16 Simulator response for step change in wind 

speed from 10 to 15 m/sec. 
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Fig. 17 Simulator response for step change in wind 

speed from 12 to 15 m/sec. 

Similarly, the pitch controller restored its nominal 

torque when the wind speed was changed from its 

rated value 12 to 15 m/sec. as illustrated in Fig. 17.  

The presented results highlighted the efficacy of 

developed WTE for emulating the dynamic behavior 

of the wind energy conversion systems. The role of 

the pitch control mechanism for optimizing the 

resulting turbine torque was verified experimentally.   

7. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper the motor- generator set, DSP, and 

inverter-based speed controller were used to 

experimentally simulate fixed speed-variable pitch 

wind turbine behavior. Two induction motors with 

7.5kW rated were used to simulate the 12.7kW wind 

turbine with 12m/sec rated wind speed. The dynamic 

performance of the selected 12.7kW wind turbine 

under wind speed variations below the rated wind are 

carried out experimentally and the related power-

speed curves of the wind turbine were realized. Also, 

the pitch controller response of the aforementioned 

wind turbine during wind speed variation behind the 

rated wind speed were realized and recorded. This 

developed WTE with simulated pitch control 

represent an ideal candidate for performing research 

as well as educational purposes for wind energy 

conversion system applications.  
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APPENDIX 

Parameters of 12.7kW wind turbine 

Pw 12.7kW 

ωr 300rpm 

ωm 500rpm 

Vt 12.2m/sec 

Vm 20m/sec 

Vcut_in 4m/sec 

R 2.325m 
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